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ABSTRACT: This research was designed to compare the impact of culturally laden Task-based language Teaching (TBLT) and Content-based language Teaching (CBLT) on Iranian intermediate learners' Speaking improvement. Two groups of participants, i.e., the experimental and control groups, were used in this study. In the experimental group, task-based instruction for 20 intermediate students and in the control group content-based instruction for 20 intermediate students were used as a methods of the class. At the beginning of the course, TOEFL speaking test from TOEFL Test Preparation was used as the pre-test for both groups and then the experimental and control groups received seven sessions of treatment. In each session the experimental group worked on one cultural-laden topic. The focus of a CBI lesson is on the topic or subject matter. After 7 sessions, a post-test speaking test was given to students to compare their improvement of speaking ability. According statistical analysis, it was observed that progress has been seen in both groups. But TBLT class has had better performance than CBLT class.
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Teaching Speaking, for many years, has been just as repetition of drills or memorization of dialogues. But, today world needs that the purpose of teaching speaking should improve learners' communicative skills. Because, only in this manner, learners can express themselves and know how to follow the cultural and social rules suitable in each communicative situation. Sim and Pop (2016) outlines that “Speaking is a highly complex and dynamic skill that involves the use of several simultaneous processes – cognitive, physical and socio-cultural – and a speaker’s knowledge and skills have to be activated rapidly in real-time” (p.265). With the advent of communicative era, oral communication considered as a final goal in teaching and learning of second and foreign language.

Choosing the appropriate teaching method that can provide the real-life setting in the classroom for learners and give them the opportunity to practice, can be very effective. TBLT and CBLT are two methods that can partly meet the learners' need in learning and teaching speaking, especially TBLT for its using of real tasks in the classroom. Having adequate vocabulary and syntax knowledge about second or foreign language is necessary if someone wants to speak that language.
Speaking a foreign language requires that learners should have several competences, such as linguistic and communicative competences.

**Task-based instruction**

Before addressing the Task-based, we require to pay to Communicative language teaching because Task-based language teaching constitutes a strong version of CLT. It aims to develop the ability of learners to use language in real communication (Ellis, 2003). Brown and Yule (as cited in Ellis, 2003) “characterize communication as involving two general purposes –the interactional function, where language is used to establish and maintain contact, and the transactional function, where language is used referentially to exchange information” (p. 27). In TBLT classroom, there is both weak and strong versions. Howatt (1984) distinguishes a “weak” and a “strong” version. The former is based on the assumptions that the components of communicative competence can be identified and systematically taught. In this respect, a weak version of CLT does not involve a radical departure from earlier methods as it still reflects what White (1988) refers to as a Type A approach to language teaching, i.e. an approach that is interventionist and analytic.

A traditional methodology in teaching based on a linguistic content, named PPP (present-practice-produce) was employed in language classes. In this method, first language items were presented to the learners, then these items were practiced in a controlled way that called “exercises”. And in the end, the learners had opportunities for applying these items in free language. Plews and Zhao (2010, cited in Mörck Jansson. 2016) point out that TBLT is a flexible whole-language approach and emphasize that it is not a traditional Presentation-Practice-Production (PPP) pedagogy (p. 10). Maftoon& Sarem (2015) outline that "PPP is a three-part teaching paradigm: Presentation, Practice and Production; based on behaviorist theory which states that learning a language is just like learning any other skill" (p.31).

Since PPP has been the common method from 1990 onwards, but this method also has shortcomings that it would reduce its popularity in language teaching. According to Ellis (2003) mention that PPP consider language as a set of products that can be obtained constantly as accumulated existence. But researchers in second language acquisition have outlined that learners do not obtain a language in this manner. In the other word, acquisition of second/foreign language is a process that it is opposed to teaching which include language teaching as present-practice and product.

With these criticisms that were raised on PPP, the focus of teaching method changed to communication as the main aspect of language teaching and learning. Maftoon& Sarem (2015) propose that " Early models of Communicative Language Teaching used functional units of organization and practice to replace grammatical ones; more recently, however, the unit of task has been proposed as an alternative to other units of presentation or practice" (p. 34). Nunan (2006) proposes that "while the ESP/LSP movement initially focused on the end product of instructional programs, CLT also forced a re-evaluation of learning processes" (p.8). How do communicative language teaching and Task-based language teaching relate to each other? Ellis (2006) draws a relationship between CLT and TBLT, he outlines that "CLT is a broad, philosophical approach to the language curriculum that draws on theory and research in linguistics, anthropology, psychology and sociology. TBLT represents a realization of this philosophy at the levels of syllabus design and methodology" (p.10).
According to Nunan (2006) TBLT is experiential learning. In this approach the learner's instant personal experience is used for the learning experience. "Intellectual growth occurs when learners engage in and reflect on sequences of tasks. The active involvement of the learner is central to the approach, and a rubric that conveniently captures the active, experiential nature of the process is 'learning by doing' "(Nunan, 2006, p. 12).

**Content-based instruction**

Krahnke (1987, cited in Richards, 2006) defines CBI as “the teaching of content or information in the language being learned with little or no direct or explicit effort to teaching the language itself separately from the content being taught” (page.27).

Richards (2006 ) has outlined" that Content-based instruction is based on the following assumptions about language learning: People learn a language more successfully when they use the language as a means of acquiring information, rather than as an end in itself; CBI better reflects learners’ needs for learning a second language; Content provides a coherent framework that can be used to link and develop all of the language skills" (p. 28). Genesee and Leary (2013) proposes that "CBI also supplies actual cognitive and social bases for learning language" (p. 6).

Meaningful and amusing content, academic or otherwise, supplies learners with cognitive reboots that help them break into a new and complex linguistic system. Eyjólfsdóttir (2001) outlines that "Content-based instruction is also based on the theory that language proficiency derives from integrating the four language skills: reading, writing, speaking and listening" (p.7). In CBI classroom, learners read lessons, communicate, write about their conclusions, listen to other learners, take note, and in this way they improve all four skills together. Ajabshir (2014) concludes that "Content-based teaching is simple and it is the teaching of content or information in the language being learned with little or no direct or explicit effort to teach the language itself separately from the content being taught" (p.361). CBI holds that people do not learn language and then use it; rather, they learn language by using it (Genesee & Leary, 2013). The content-based approach called content and language integrated learning (CLIL). Navés (2009) proposes that “Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is an approach to foreign language learning that requires the use of a second language to practice content” (p. 11).

**The Impact of Culture in Teaching English**

Genc& Bada (2005) propose that “The dialectical connection between language and culture has always been a concern of L2 teachers and educators” (p. 73). Kiato (1991) outlines that “Culture was not considered significant in foreign language instruction until the direct method was introduced at the end of the nineteenth century. By the 1970s, language teachers came to realize that language was deeply rooted in culture and could not be separated from it” (p.1)

Marsh & Frigols (2012) outlines that “The development of intercultural knowledge and understanding is closely linked to the capacity for language and use of communication skills” (p.139). Omaggio (1993, cited in Dai, 2011) proposes that teaching culture is considered important
by most teachers but it has remained insubstantial and sporadic in most language classroom. For scholars and laymen alike, cultural competence, i.e., the knowledge of the conventions, customs, beliefs, and systems of meaning of another country, is indisputably an integral part of foreign language learning, and many teachers have seen it as their goal to incorporate the teaching of culture into the foreign language curriculum (Thanasoulas, 2001).

Kramsch (1993) has studied about this subject: Culture in language learning is not an expendable fifth skill, tacked on, so to speak, to the teaching of speaking, listening, reading, and writing and it is always in the background. The impact of culture is indicated well in four language skills. In speaking which is my thesis subject this integration (language and culture) is well recognizable. As Tang (1999) believes that by speaking the language, therefore, one automatically (to a greater or lesser extent) aligns oneself with the culture of the language. To speak a language well, one has to be able to think in that language, and thought is extremely powerful. Language is culture. Language is the soul of the country and people who speak it. Byram & Feng (2004) propose that “The best researched account of culture learning is undoubtedly the search for explanation of relationships between learners’ understanding of other cultures and their motivation and achievement in language learning” (p.151).

Doganay (2014) proposes that:

For a long time it has been argued that teaching a foreign language through lingua-cultural approach should be given the importance it deserves. Therefore, many scholars have paid plenty of attention to developing the notion ‘intercultural communicative competence’ and contribute ideas of implementing cultural based activities into process of foreign language teaching (p.108).

Ibáñez (2012) proposes that "Fostering the connectivity of both language and culture is important since it allows students to radically change their view"(p. 4).

**Speaking**

English as a foreign language to be taught in Iran, Therefore, teachers will be faced with problems for teaching. Because the sitting outside of the classroom is not English. Among the four skills that are necessary for students to achieve proficiency in English, speaking has greatest effect and also the most difficult skill to teach and learn, because applying of several abilities at the same time is needed for this skill. Usma and García and Gómez (2013) outlines that "Speaking not only means interacting with people about different subjects in different places; speaking is also the resource through which people can reflect on their identity and their culture" (p.20). Oradee (2012) proposes that "In foreign language teaching and learning, ability to speak is the most essential skill since it is the basic for communication and it is the most difficult skill" (p.533).

Finding the most effective methods of teaching for this skill is one of the researcher's permanent concern. Task-based and content-based approaches are new in teaching and learning field. And with this study, we are to find whether they can be effective or not. Farahani and Nejad (2009) outline that "Speaking is so much a part of our daily life that we tend to take it for granted. However, learning speaking whether as a first or second language, involves developing a subtle and detailed knowledge about why, how and when to communicate and to produce complex skills for managing interaction, such as asking a question or taking a turn" (p.24). Perhaps, speaking is
the most dominant skill among the language skills because it includes everything. Thus, if language is a tool of expressing all purposes, the speaking skill is concerned with all these purposes such as expressing feelings, sensations, ideas, and beliefs. This skill is so important that we do many of our actions through it. Hasan (2014) believes that if both the teacher and the learner understand the importance of speaking skills and the practice of this skill in a new and modern way, then they can practice this skill in teaching/learning program.

Aliakbari and Azizifar (2015) propose that "Although all English language skills are very significant to learn English language, it is by speaking that others understand one has learnt a language. If one wants to be understood or express his/her feelings, speaking is the most common way. All English language learners especially those in Foreign Language (FL) settings are at least once asked the question “can you speak English?” But what are their responses? Can they express themselves accurately and fluently?” (p.127).

CONTENT

Richards (2006) outlines that" Content refers to the information or subject matter that we learn or communicate through language rather than the language used to convey it (p.28). Naturally, any language lesson has content, it does not matter that the lesson is a grammar lesson, or a reading lesson, or any other type of lesson. Content of a lesson has to be the means which keeps together the lesson or the exercise together, but in conventional approaches, after other decisions about language teaching, the content have been selected.

Stoller (2002) believed that bring too much content to language class is wrong and there should be an adequate. We bring too much content in and we don’t have enough time to help our learners in reviewing the content for various reasons and investigating language in different methods.

Strategies for Improving Speaking skill

Today English language has a global reputation and then choosing the strategies for learning/teaching speaking skill is very important in the modern educational framework. The main question is that how the learners are going to achieve the speaking skill. In speaking classes teachers can help learners to apply different strategies that they feel easy with them in learning setting.

Navarro Romero (2009) proposes that "part of how to teach, moves away from theory to approach real problems and their solutions. Several authors have stated that when learners face problems in speaking they need practical and concrete solutions to know how to behave and respond in order to overcome those difficulties" (p. 89).

In Task-based approach, that our focus here is more on it, three major types can be used in pre-task activities, as we noted before Task-based approach contains pre-task, during task and post-task, : teaching (teaching is clearly concerned with the introduction of new language, and perhaps
with restructuring; consciousness raising (this sort of activities change the learner's awareness of elements of the task before it is done, with the result that the task is then approached and performed differently (Kumaravadivelu, 1993 and Rose, 1994, P. 59, cited in Torky, 2006); and planning A task done without planning time is more likely to lead students to choose relatively undemanding language. Hence planning helps to ensure that anything learned through consciousness raising or teaching can be drawn upon during language use and production, and that learners do not rely excessively on lexical based phrases in their speaking. (Torky, 2006).

Torky (2006, p. 92) outlines on during –task stage: The main factor affecting performance during the task is the choice of the task itself. Two general aspects of during-task activity will be covered: Manipulation of attention and the extended task procedure. Within this stage there are the three phases: (1) doing the task, (2) engaging in planning for post-task, and (3) reporting (Willis, 1996 and Rooney, 2000, cited in Torky, 2006). Eventually, after the pre-task and during-task, there is a post-task as the third stage in Task-based approach (The underlying assumption at this stage is that learners have to be reminded that fluency is not the only goal during task completion, and that restructuring and accuracy also have importance. So post-task activities provide another means of inducting effective use of attention during tasks, and of balancing the various goals that are desirable (Koester, 2000, P. 176, cited in Torky, 2006). And content-based approach is another that we apply it in this research. In content –based instruction, the content plays the central role, and language is used to communicate meaning.

Navarro Romero (2009) outlines that "as teachers can, and should, improve learners’ speaking skills and communication strategies, the only thing they need to do is to plan their teaching around two main questions: what they want to teach, which specific speaking features they want to develop in their learners; and how they want to do it" (p. 90).

Purpose of the study

In the current conditions that learning English as an international language is essential for progressing and is necessary for those who are seeking to communicate, finding the most practical way to teach can be helpful. For many years researchers have done extensive research and tested many methods and approaches for this reason. But to find the best and most effective method is dependent on many variables like students' characters, their emotional mood, and their physical conditions and so on. With case studies, appropriate method associated with that condition can be found. In Iran as I noted before, learning English as foreign language in general and speaking skill as a particular skill are not easy. In this study I decided to test two newest approaches (Task-based and content-based instruction) for see whether they can fit with our condition or not. And they are effective in improving speaking skill and finally to see which one is more useful.

Research Questions

The present study will provide best answers to the following questions:

1. How effective is the employment of culturally laden Task-based Language Teaching in improving speaking skill of university student in Takestan?
2. Whether the content-based instruction is effective in improving students’ speaking ability?
3. Which instruction is more effective in teaching speaking specially for culture issues Task-based or Content-based instruction?
4. What are the attitudes of teacher and learners using task-based and content-based instruction in speaking classes?

Method
The questions that this study tried to answer, are which method works better in improving university students speaking skill, Task-based or Content-based language Teaching? And which instruction is more effective in teaching speaking specially for culture issues Task-based or Content-based instruction? What are the attitudes of teacher and learners using task-based and content-based instruction in speaking classes? In order to answer these questions accurate, comprehensive and effective plan of Task-based and content-based instruction is needed for improving speaking skill of learners in English class.

As it was previously discussed Ellis (2009) noted three phases for task-based instruction: Pre-task, a) Framing the activity, b) Planning time, c) Doing a similar task as Ellis had pointed that access to a clear framework for a task-based lesson is of obvious advantage to both teachers and learners.; the during-task phase, two options are available in this phase: Task performance options and Process options; the post-task phase, Ellis affords a number of options for this phase: repeat performance, reflecting on the task and focusing on forms.

In this study we will have two groups, one group will improve their speaking skill through Task-based instruction and another through content-based. In both instructions, culture is with lessons. Then different treatment will be chosen for each group.

Research Design
Participants
A class of 20 university students majoring accounting was selected in task-based instruction and another class of 20 students majoring in architecture was assigned in content-based instruction. Both women and men participated in this study. They aged between 19 to 21 years old. Persian is their first and English is their second language.

Procedures
We consider the first group who receive task-based instruction as an experimental group, and another group who are in content-based instruction class as a control group. TOEFL speaking test from TOEFL Test Preparation was used as the pre-test for both groups and then the experimental and control groups received seven session of treatment. In experimental group, the students receive the Task-based instruction. In each session, the control group worked on one cultural-laden topic.

The focus of a CBI lesson is on the topic or subject matter. During the lesson students are focused on learning about something. The aim is when students learn language, they also learn about the culture of language. In a fact, they learn about the culture using the language they are trying to learn. In other words, they don’t use their native language as a tool for developing
language. We can go through two stages in content-based classes: Preparation and During the lesson. In preparation stage, the appropriate topics that learners were interested in, were chosen. Some suitable sources such as: websites, reference books, audio or video of lectures or even real people) with different aspect of the subject were available to the learners. In during lesson, dividing the class into small groups, assigning each group a small task and a source of information to use to help them fulfil the task, after doing the task they form new groups with students that used other information sources and share and compare their information. There should then be some product as the end result of this sharing of information which could take the form of a group report or presentation of some kind. After 7 sessions, a post-test speaking test was given to students to compare their improvement of speaking ability.

Instrumentation

In this research, 7 culturally laden topics are selected from IELTS Speaking Test. They will be taught in each class but by two different methods. In Task-based class, time is divided in three pre-task, during-task and past task and time in content-based class is in two preparation and during the lesson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task number</th>
<th>Topics &amp; Language Focus</th>
<th>Task Skill in Task-based class</th>
<th>Skills in content-based class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task 1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Playing video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>simple time and simple continuous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 2</td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Picture describing Information gap</td>
<td>Using Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple past and past continuous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 3</td>
<td>Celebration &amp; Festivals</td>
<td>Picture narrating story telling</td>
<td>Using book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present perfect &amp; present perfect continuous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task 4</td>
<td>Travel</td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Playing video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Future time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In content-based class, time divided in two phases: *preparation* and *during the lesson*.

Preparation phase includes:

- Preparation
  - Choose a subject of interest to students.
  - Find three or four suitable sources that deal with different aspects of the subject. These could be websites, reference books, audio or video of lectures or even real people.

- During the lesson
  - Divide the class into small groups and assign each group a small research task and a source of information to use to help them fulfil the task.
  - Then once they have done their research they form new groups with students that used other information sources and share and compare their information.
  - There should then be some product as the end result of this sharing of information which could take the form of a group report or presentation of some kind.

In Task-based approach, three types of tasks has identified in Larsen-free man book. An *information-gap activity* that involves the exchange of information among participants in order to complete a task. The second is *opinion-gap activity* requires that students give their personal preferences, feelings, or attitudes in order to complete a task (giving a social problem and finding a series of possible solutions). And the third is *reasoning-gap activity* requires students to derive some new information by inferring it from information they have been given.
Results

For this study, two groups of students who taken general language test were assigned in two task-based as an experimental (G1) and content-based as control (G2) groups. Also in this study, a pre-test before the treatment and a post-test after the treatment were applied. There is a summary of participants in two groups as following table (Table 1):

Table 1. The distribution of participants in two groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1: Experimental Group</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Task-based language Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2: Control Group</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Content-based language Teaching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, two groups in the same size were selected. The first group (G1) as the experimental group received seven treatment in Task-based instruction and second group (G2) as the control group received seven treatment in Content-based instruction for teaching speaking skill to intermediate students in Takestan University. The following table show the performances of both groups on pre-test:

Table 2. Paired Samples on the pre-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>TBLT</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>CBLT</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An independent t-test also was used for both G1 and G2 groups through SPSS to find if there is any significant differences between two groups on pre-test.

Table 3. Independent Samples t-Test for the performance of G1 and G2 on the pre-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G1 (TBLT)</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>.388</td>
<td>.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2 (CBLT)</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p< .05
As a result, t value in above table at p<.5 is .388 (sig. 850). Therefore according to the t-table, the null hypothesis is correct and we cannot reject it. According to the obtained values, we can say that there is not any significant difference between the performances of the two groups at the beginning. In the other words, they were from the same population.

**Pre-test /post-test results for the two groups**

The descriptive statistics for task-based group’s performance is given in Table 4. According to the mean score and standard deviation of the pretest/posttest of TBLT group, significant differences in the group's performance before and after the treatment was seen in this group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBLT pre-test</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G1) post-test</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To find out if such obtained scores on pre and post tests were significant, the matched T-test was conducted in Table 5. The obtained value for T, at P<.05 is 12.85. Because this value for T is greater than the critical value for T (t = 2.00), therefore, the performance of TBLT group on the pre and posttests is statistically significant. So this result is achieved that teaching the speaking skill through Task-based instruction has been successful to intermediate learners and they have had progress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TBLT pre-test</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p<.05
The performances of CBLT on pre-test and post-test is given in Table 6. According to this table the mean scores and standard deviation for the pre and posttests, significant difference was seen between the performances of G2 on the post and pretests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBLT pre-test</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G2) post-test</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Table 4.7, the obtained T value (sig. .00) is 7.71. As a result, we can say that CBLT method has had a positive effect in teaching of speaking skill on intermediate Iranians' learners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBLT pre-test</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p<.05

So according to these results, we can reject the null hypothesis and say that both TBLT and CBLT have been effective in teaching speaking skill to Iranian intermediate learners.

**Post-test results for the two groups**

The main purpose of this study is to see which method is more effective in teaching speaking skill for Iranian intermediate learners, TBLT or CBLT (as we saw that both are effective, but which one is more effective). To answer this question, an independent T-test was used for comparing the post-test scores of these methods. Table 8.
According to above table, the mean score for TBLT is 17.65 and for CBLT is 8.55. We can notice that there is a difference between performances of these two groups on post-test. But to see such this difference is significant or not, an independent T-test was used. Table 9 shows this result.

According above tables, this result is obtained that TBLT class performance is better than the performance of CBLT class.

Discussion

We (2005, cited in Choudhury, 2014) outlines that “language has a dual character: both as a means of communication and a carrier of culture. Language without culture is unthinkable, so is human culture without language. A particular language is a mirror of a particular culture” (p.3). Brown (1994, cited in Choudhury, 2014) explains the relation between language and culture as follows: “A language is a part of a culture and a culture is a part of a language; the two are intricately interwoven so that one cannot separate the two without losing the significance of either language or culture” (p.3)

Richards (2008) outlines in his book about teaching speaking from 1970s till now. He believes that "speaking in traditional methodologies usually meant repeating after the teacher, memorizing a dialog, or responding to drills, reflecting the sentence-based view of proficiency prevailing in the audio-lingual and other drill-based or repetition based methodologies of the 1970s”(p.2).

In 1980s with advent of communicative language teaching, there was a But there was an alter in syllabuses and methodology and therefore the views to teaching speaking language changed too. Communicative syllabuses built around notion, functions, skills, tasks or other non- grammatical units of organization. The goal for speaking classes was and this goal could be
attained through the apply of information-gap and other tasks that needed learners to try real communication.

There are four research questions in this study. The first question whether the employment of culturally laden Task-based language teaching is effective in improving speaking skill of intermediate students in Takestan University? There were two groups in this study, the experimental group (Task-based instruction), and control group (content-based instruction). During seven sessions of treatment, learners in experimental group received task-based instruction for learning speaking skill. Interviews, picture describing, information gap, picture narrating, storytelling, simulation, role play and story completion were tasks that learners in TBLT class have done them. By using independent sample t-test and matched t-test, we came to the conclusion that learners in experimental group which had received task-based instruction have had improvement in their speaking ability. Then the answer to first question is yes.

The second question is content-based instruction effective in improving of students’ speaking ability? To answer this question, learners in control group received seven sessions treatment through content-based instruction. Playing video, using website, using book and real people were techniques which used in this class. By using independent sample t-test and matched t-test, this result was found that learners in CBLT class have had improvement in speaking ability too. The third question is which instruction is more effective in teaching speaking specially for culture issues Task-based or Content-based instruction? The data obtained from statistic descriptive of Paired Samples on the post-test and Independent Samples t-Test for the performance of TBLT and CBLT on the post-test, we came to this conclusion that TBLT has outperformed better than of TBLT in teaching speaking skill.

The final question is about what are the attitudes of teacher and learners using task-based and content-based instruction in speaking classes? To answer to this question, both learners and teacher answered some questions about their attitudes of TBLT and CBLT when they were used in classes. The end result was that both learners and teacher has positive attitudes towards TBLT rather than CBLT.

Conclusions

The focus of this study was improving learner's ability in speaking proficiency through two different TBLT and CBLT methods. Speaking ability is that allows learners to have efficient communication.

Liao (2009) proposes that “Speaking is the skill that the students will be judged upon most in real-life situation. It is an important part of everyday interaction and most often the first impression of a person is based on his/her ability to speak fluently and comprehensibly (p.11).

According to Brown (1994), speaking is the most challenging skill for learners because it has a set of features that characterize oral discourse. Curso (2012) outlines about the most difficult aspect of Spoken English “is that it is always accomplished via interaction with at least one other speaker and this is one reason why many of us were shocked and disappointed when we use our second or foreign language for the first time in the real interaction: we had not been prepared for spontaneous communication and
could not cope with all of its simultaneous demands (p.21).
As we noticed in previous chapter, Iranian learners’ performance in TBLT class was better than in CBLT class. Here are some points on strengths of TBLT: TBLT is designed to develop learners’ abilities to engage in meaningful and fluent communication (Ellis, 2003).
TBLT therefore, lies on the belief that language is more than a system of rules, it is a ‘dynamic resource for the creation of meaning’ (Nunan, 2006, p. 6). Task-based approaches recognize that learning is controlled by internal processes (Skehan 1996a, cited in Townsend-Cartwright, 2014), and that learners do not move from being unable to use a syntactic form to mastery in one step, but pass through developmental stages of non-target like use (Long & Crookes 1992, cited in Townsend-Cartwright, 2014). As it mentioned in previous chapters, TBLT has three important phases: pre-task, task cycle and post task.
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